
•  Wipe Clean with mild detergent. DO NOT use quaternary/isopropyl based
disinfectants on vinyls.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

•  Comfort: Foam-filled NYOrtho footrest cover provides substantial user
comfort, reducing fatigue from extended periods in a wheelchair.

•  Safety: The non-slip vinyl material prevents the userʼs feet from sliding off,
enhancing safety and overall wheelchair operation. Meets CA 117-2013
standards.

•  Hygiene and Health: The footrest cover is constructed with antimicrobial
fabric, inhibiting the growth of bacteria, fungi, and other microbes,
reducing the risk of infections and odors, and promoting a healthier
environment.

•  Easy to Clean: The vinyl cover can be quickly wiped clean, offering a
practical and efficient method for maintaining cleanliness.

•  Customization: The addition of a footrest cover allows users to
personalize their wheelchair to better suit their needs and
preferences.

•  Durability: Made from durable vinyl, the NYOrtho no-slip
footrest cover is designed to withstand daily wear and tear,
thereby prolonging the life of the footrests.

Dimensions: 6.75x6.75 in.
UOM: PAIR

•  Ensure the wheelchair is locked in place before attempting to attach the footrest cover.
•  Align the NYOrtho No-Slip Footrest Cover with the wheelchair footrest, ensuring the

foam side faces upward.
•  Secure the cover onto the footrest using the hook and loop strap. Make sure the cover

is firmly in place to avoid movement during use.
•  Check the footrest cover before each use. If any signs of wear and tear are noticed,

replace the cover immediately to ensure continued safety and comfort.
•  The NYOrtho No-Slip Footrest Cover is designed to keep the patient's feet in position.

Ensure the user's feet are comfortably placed on the cover during use.

Dimensions: 6.75x6.75 in.
UOM: PAIR

SERIES 9542
CushionGuard Wheelchair Footrest Sleeve

The NYOrtho CushionGuard Wheelchair Footrest Sleeve offers an essential combination of 
comfort, safety, and hygiene for wheelchair users. Its foam-filled, non-slip design ensures user 
comfort and stability, while the antimicrobial fabric promotes cleanliness and health. Easy to 
apply, clean and durable, this footrest cover also allows personal customization, enhancing the 
wheelchair experience.

MODEL
9542

UOM
PAIR

SIZE
6.75 x 6.75 in.
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